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Information for potential new customers
I have taken the liberty of contacting you directly following the success of the
Mysoft Toolkit Result system. If you are completely satisfied with the quality of
your current systems and have great support and service, then this will be of
no interest to you.
Some of my customers have been with us for 25 years and more and other
are new but all are benefiting from programs written and built around them as
individual organisations and clubs. We now have an established business
and want to invest additional time and resources into the Mysoft Toolkit
program. Please take a moment to read the details of our plans.
It takes considerable time and effort to customise a program for each
organisation and in the end the clubs of these organisations benefit as well.
For each Classic Club or Federation we can have many emails/telephone
calls back and forward in a season so you can see the effort and thought that
goes into a program from both sides. In time this reduces and programs
become complete with only minor changes required.
The Mysoft Website www.mysoft.co.uk has full details.
Now that the system has been developed we want clubs to benefit and for
that reason we have two pricing systems, which are detailed on the handout
below. We will automatically apply a discount to any club that is a member or
has members in your organisation, so they benefit.
Below is the handout we will send out to potential new customers and we
have included a typical comments already received from a satisfied
customers. Some of these Classic, Federation and Clubs you may know and
are free to contact for further verification of our service.
We offer, in addition to the guaranteed program, a free lifetime update that will
guarantee updates, changes and improvements as required for the lifetime of
the program. This will include changes if you move to other operating systems
eg XP to Vista and beyond as well as lifetime telephone and email support.
If you have any further interest please contact us direct.
With best regards ……The Mysoft Team

The Mysoft Toolkit program
The running of a racing pigeon organisation is a multi functional task that needs not
only a hard working secretary with good logic but one that also need quality software.
Without suitable time saving professional software the task can be difficult and much
less enjoyable. Today with computer equipment costs at an all time low coupled with
customised software the task should not only be more professional but enjoyable with
the satisfaction that results calculation, averages, points and certificate printing are
simple and efficient jobs.
We could list the hundreds of jobs the Mysoft Toolkit program does but we prefer to
list our customers and their comments. These customers, many for over 20 years, have
been the testing ground and the inspiration for improvements and innovations in
racing pigeon result calculation software.
We custom build each and every program EXACTLY to the customer’s
requirement.
That means we work with the customer, develop his/her needs and continually update
as required in order to achieve the end result, a satisfied customer who will
recommend us to new customers.
The Mysoft Toolkit is used by National, Classic, Combines, Federations and by
numerous Clubs and to date we have been able to cope with all manner of individual
pools, averages, points, co-efficient and certificate printing, as well as cheque printing
for the larger organisations.
Why should you consider the Mysoft Toolkit program for your club or
organisation?
Because this is a purchase that grows with your business, develops the club, and is
flexible enough to accommodate change. The program contains 4 automatic
average/points systems. We will not labour this introduction but the following pages
lists some of our major Organisations and Clubs with comments from well know
Pigeon Club Secretaries who have given freely of their time for the sake of the sport.
We will let their comments guide you and all have agreed to speak with you if you
need an independent viewpoint or clarification on any current issues. We can arrange
for a simple transfer of Membership data (Names/RPRA numbers/Distances) from
any existing program into the Mysoft Toolkit program, all included in the price
package.
We operate only two price structures. Understandably larger Organisations and
Classic Clubs need considerable time and planning and on going support to develop to
full potential. These programs therefore are an investment and each job is quoted on
an individual basis. For Clubs of these larger Organisations, Classic or Federations
we operate a flat fee of £50, a one off payment and free lifetime support for the
Mysoft Toolkit program. That said we feel Clubs of Organisations and Classic Clubs

that are users of the Mysoft Toolkit program should benefit and our fee for these
Clubs is £40. At the point of ordering we make sure the discount is applied if
applicable.

Visit our web site www.mysoft.co.uk
The Web Site has all the details of our system and many result examples and further
detailed information. The download section will allow you to obtain a list of the
program capabilities and give you some idea of the potential of customised software.

Extracting data for web site publication
We also design and run various web sites and also produce web sites for customer
control. More and more secretaries are required to extract data from the results
software and the Mysoft Toolkit does this automatically making this a simple task and
results in the members having access to up to date results, averages etc.
We can output directly from the program in the following formats
•
•
•
•

As a Word Document for additional editing if required
As a PDF for email and web publication (small size..fast loading etc)
As an Excel sheet customised for you (with or without cash payouts)
And as a document approved for publication in the British Homing World etc

Membership records
With the RPRA allowing distance data to be emailed the Mysoft Toolkit makes this a
simple task, which keeps members distances right up to date. We can also apply for
distances on behalf of any club and import into the program. Ideally we do this at the
point of ordering, to allow new users to get started with up to date data. Equally we
cab extract data from most systems in use so changing to the Mysoft Toolkit is a
sim0ple job in most cases.

Customising the Mysoft Toolkit program
As we have found out the variety and complexity of pigeon club pool and prize
systems varies greatly in the sport, which has been a real challenge to us. We
customise each and every program exactly to the customer’s requirements. We can
cope with any average combinations and any points system and also include a coefficient system. These are important because they give added interest to a club and
foster a better atmosphere, as up to date information is available at the click of a
button. We even have clubs running Division 1 and 2 with promotion and relegation,
all taken care of by the program.

Results layout
It is so important that the results are as required by the club, to the correct font size
and logos included. We produce results that are easy to read that have all the required
totals. Averages, points etc are also printed detailing all applicable races.

Reports …the strength of any program
Without doubt the main purpose of a program must be the accurate final result with
the layout exactly to the clubs requirement. The Mysoft Toolkit goes further by it aim
of reducing the entire information gathering into a SINGLE BUTTON CLICK.

We aim to include all and any combination of averages (velocity, 2 and 3 bird
averages), loft points, birds points, coefficients and any combination of systems to
reduce the Secretary’s workload.
We already have these working for major clubs and organisations and below are lists
of the information we extract after a race is finalised. We accept any challenges of any
club with pools and average/points systems and to date have cracked even the most
difficult…and some have been difficult !!!!!
Advantages of the Mysoft Toolkit is that as well as offering the members more
information throughout the season it can help Clubs add value to members by offering
many differing averages and combinations, 2 and 3 bird averages and differing points
and coefficient systems. This creates more interest and we have clubs that split into
first and second divisions with relegation and promotion.
Importantly its good fast accurate information to members that keeps the interest in a
club. If the Secretary knows he can press a single button to extract say the Best
velocity average from 3 selected racepoints and get a full table of qualifiers in
descending velocity order backed by a list of selected races and the individual
performances in each race …it’s simply a pleasure to use.
Even better is say the best 2 bird average form selected Racepoint or a 3 bird average
and what about the same pigeon average form 3 selected racepoints…as before..a
single mouse click for the answer and backed by all the individual performances.
In addition the pools calculations, the entry money and the winning payout will be
reported in full with race-by-race amounts and totals as required. For larger clubs the
problem of pools not won is overcome by a report after a race specifying which pools
have not been paid in full and in the case of rules requiring re-payment to the fanciers
the lists are available for printing.
It is impossible to list all the reports and queries the Mysoft Toolkit can develop.
Customised exactly to your requirements means you control what is required and the
program grows with your organisation. Time is so important for Secretaries and the
Mysoft Toolkit allows report generation as required and the menus are tailor made for
each club. We aim to make the job that little bit easier and we have not even talked
about receipt, label and race certificate generation and even cheque printing…again
customised for you.

In Summary
The Mysoft Toolkit does not just talk a “good game”. Our list of customers speaks
volumes for the quality of the program and our service. Please feel free to contact us
if you want further clarification and equally fell free to contact any of the customers
listed, who have all agreed to be included in our list. Not all our customers are include
but will be added if requested in the future.
Those listed have been loyal and dedicated Secretaries who have worked very hard
with us developing the Mysoft Toolkit and we owe them our thanks and hopefully the
pigeon sport has benefited from their efforts.

You will notice for larger organisations we do not include any costs…..but be assured
you cannot put a price on a well satisfied and efficient Secretary and that is our
promise when it comes to the Mysoft Toolkit.

Notes on the Certificate Printing options
We can print on any pre-printed certificate or we can generate certificates using a
photograph supplied by yourself. We also work with several printers producing
beautiful certificates that you can print the race winner’s details and in the end you
have a better solution, free of errors and well presented at a fraction of the cost.
All in all a professional job.

Notes on the Federation weekly and pooled races
We can customise the results for any situation, Some Federations like Top 20 or 30
etc and then to list clubs in order and show top 4, 6 or 10. We customise the results
exactly as you would wish. A single button click sorts them into the Top velocity
order and follows up with each club as required. No messing with spreadsheets and no
manual sorting. One input of race data, from clock sheets or from Club results or a
combination of both to allow you to check as you go along.
The result can then be printed, emailed, added to a web site and of course averages,
points and other information extracted for reports as required.

Notes on the use of ETS (Electronic Timing Systems)
Although not universally accepted we have to cater for customers with ETS
systems and we make the following statement dated 6th September 2008.
“We have designed the programs to make use of any ETS timing system, including
decimal places for seconds and have on some systems been able to extract the race
data BUT until all systems are compatible we feel the simple solution to take
advantage of the Mysoft Toolkit program reports and average/points tables is to input
from printed ETS time sheets. This is on-going development and we will keep you
posted as the work progresses. We have had good co-operation from all ETS suppliers
and the next 4 months leading to the show season will see some positive development.
When we are satisfied the systems are universal we will incorporate automatic race
data capture straight into the Mysoft Toolkit program”.
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Customer comments on the Mysoft Toolkit program
Example entries of customer reviews for the Mysoft Toolkit program
Should you wish to speak direct with any Club Secretary we can supply the full contact details

* Hindley Homing Society *

of the North West Cheshire Amalgamation

“You can certainly add the Club name to your list of users. I am well satisfied
with your program and the quality of service you provide, as well as the speed
with which you respond to any queries I may have and I would certainly
recommend your company to other Pigeon organisations”
Mrs Carol Barton (Secretary)

* Accrington & District H S *

of the Blackburn & District Federation

“We have always been well satisfied with the service received from Mysoft,
nothing has been too much trouble. Mysoft has been more like a friend than a
supplier of software, we strongly recommend them”
Brian Tattersall (Secretary)

* The North West Classic Club *
“The use of the Mysoft Toolkit program allowed our club to grow and develop
by making it easy to introduce new and additional averages and points
systems. Added to this the result system is a joy to use. The list of reporting
capabilities is endless and an email or phone call is all it takes for additional
reports to be added. Certificate printing and average winners is now a simple
task, completed days after the final race. In truth I actually look forward to the
task, knowing the job will be simple.
In summary, the Mysoft Toolkit is simply the most comprehensive program
and has to be used to see it’s full potential”
Mrs Janet Hull (Secretary)

* The Bamfords Gold Ring Club *
“This our 10th year and our most successful to date. The Mysoft Toolkit allows
us to collect all the entry fees and pools on Marking day and on race day we
input approx 500 race entries with 4 sections and open pools from clock
sheets and always get a result out, paid to the penny, within 4 hours of the
first clock strike. Given we paid out almost £30000+ this year it is a credit to
the Mysoft Team that their software delivers a great service for our members.
The Toolkit program has developed with us and we highly recommend it.”
Mrs Beryl Harrison (Secretary)

* The Blackburn and District Federation *
"As a first time Mysoft Toolkit user in the Pigeon World, I can honestly say that
I found it quite easy to use. If I had a problem, it was responded to quickly.
The support and aftercare was great, especially at the beginning. I would
certainly recommend it to any Club, Federation or Amalgamation."
Diane Slattery, Blackburn Federation Secretary

* The Derwent Valley Federation *
“A Fantastic all in one programme - so easy to use update or amend - queries
answered and averages calculated at the touch of a button. Without
hesitation, I would 100% recommend this programme to anyone looking to
update their pigeon result programme. Our programme also incorporated an
additional points award system and was devised exactly as per our
requirements. In addition to the above there was plenty of back up and help
in the early days when we first got going with it. All in all it’s made the job of
Federation Race Secretary 100% easier.”
Cyril Ostle, Derwent Valley Secretary

* The West Yorkshire Federation *
One word describes the Mysoft Toolkit program “BRILLIANT.”
Maria Bruce, Secretary

* The Central Southern Classic Flying Club *
"Our Club programme was designed especially for us and everything we
could possibly need is at a click of a button.
Each screen is very self explanatory and even if you're not completely
computer literate you will find this easy to use.
The support from Mysoft and the team is second to none and nothing is ever
too much trouble. If you would like to cut your work load as a Secretary, this is
the programme to have."
Clare Norman, Secretary

* The North Yorkshire Federation *
“Only too glad to endorse your new Mysoft Toolkit as being one of the early
users of the DOS programme and requesting absolute accuracy in variations.
Always had a very good working relationship and top class support.
Allan Stevenson, Secretary

* The East Cleveland Federation and Skelton Green H S *
Mysoft are a very patient team who will do their best to give anyone a great
program, with anything you want. I have known Mysoft for 10 years now. We
started with their DOS program and are now using the latest Toolkit and I
would not change it for anything. In my opinion it is the best.
Bill Dowey, Secretary

* Hednesford Homing Society * of Wolverhampton & District Federation
Hednesford HS have used the Mysoft programme for race results since 2003.
We have not had any problems with this system both on windows 98 and
more recently on windows vista in fact we were the first club to use windows
vista and Mysoft were able to supply us with the programme within 24 hours
of our request. If we have requested any alterations to the programme they
have been done the same day as with this system we are able to do what
ever we want to the programme by EMAIL and downloading any updates that
are required. This service has great advantages as the company are able to
supply what ever you want without any down time to the programme, also any
improvements can be downloaded without any disruption to the clubs system.
We have found that Mysoft have provided us with a complete results service
and have been more than satisfied with the programme and the backup
service provided.
Ken Tranter, Secretary

* Solent South Road Federation *
Mysoft have been our membership and results software supplier for many
years. Put simply, designed for us, exactly as we want it, with the ability to
add as required. We have some interesting points systems and the Mysoft
Toolkit copes no matter what we throw at it.
To expand your club, to create interest with up to date results, averages,
points and tables, this is the software of our choice. Communication, back up,
updates, improvement, are all part of the package. Highly recommended. Buy
it.
George and Ann Gelder, Secretaries of Solent South Road Federation

* Midlands Continental Classic Flying Club *
I can wholeheartedly recommend this programme to any club Secretary as it
is designed for the purpose of that club, it lets you input the pools before and
during a race and as I deal with approx £20,000 + per race I find this very
helpful, the programme also allows me to do the averages and also the prize
cards are printed direct from the main race result, another excellent feature of
the programme. Also I can print my ring list direct for the R.P.R.A. and also
my region membership list, the features of this programme are never ending, I
also send my race result direct to the B.H.W. for printing which is converted
into an Excel format for me.
There are many more features that I could mention but I must leave some
space for all the other satisfied customers to comment on.
To put it simply this programme is all you will ever need and more
Graham Guy (Secretary)

Please email your comments to mysoft@btinternet.com and we are happy to quote
a fixed price for your requirements.
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